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Consider…

21st Century skills critical thinking, problem solving, reasoning

creativity, imagination, innovation 

perseverance, self-direction, self-discipline,    

initiative

collaboration, leadership

active multiple literacies

The current vehicle to achieve something like this? 
… our schools and our classrooms.

What about…
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Effective Teaching Practices

#2 Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving. 

#4 Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse. 

#5 Pose purposeful questions. 

#7 Support productive struggle in learning mathematics. 

#8 Elicit and use evidence of student thinking.

What about…
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Learning Behaviours

Personal management skills: 
use of time
works independently
completes course work (on time)

Active participation in learning:
participates
self-asseses
sets learning goals

Social responsibility
works with others
resolves conflicts
respects self/others/environment
community contribution

What about…
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I have intentionally 
taken the quanifiers
out – why? Let them 
also learn the 
qualifiers for self-
assessment 
purposes…



Carol Dweck (2006) “fixed” and “growth” mindsets – providing 

insight into learners’ motivation, effort, identity

Growth mindsets develop habits of mind.  

“A habit of mind is a pattern of intellectual behaviours

that leads to productive actions” 

(Costa & Kallick, 2008, p. 16).

But let’s go back and understanding thinking…
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What would you say could be ‘habits of mind’?

What patterns of intellectual behaviour do you have? 
…that you know/imagine you use?

(if you know some – share them, if not, take a guess!)
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Understanding thinking…

Talk to the people in your breakout room – tell them about this.



“Mathematical Habits of Mind”   
(Couco, Goldenberg, & Mark, 
1996, 2010) 

Pattern sniffers
Experimenters
Describers
Tinkerers
Inventors
Visualizers
Conjecturers
Guessers

Other ways to understand thinking…

“Harvard Verbs of Mathematical 
Inquiry”   
(Harvard School of Education, 
1995) 

Hypothesising
Modeling and Formulating
Transforming and Manipulating
Inferring and Concluding
Communicating

“Thinking Mathematically”   
(Mason & Spence, 1999) 

Knowing-about
Knowing-that…
Knowing-how…
Knowing-why…

Knowing-to
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Why are habits of mind important?
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Understanding learning…



(Mason & Spence, 1999, p. 145)
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Understanding learning…

“Habituation (Mason & Davis, 1989) is a fundamental process through which 
people come to know”   (Mason & Spence, 1999, p. 152). 

“Once the moment of knowing-to takes place, 

knowing-how takes over to exploit the fresh idea; 

knowing-that forms the ground, the base energy upon which all 
else depends and on which actions depend; 

knowing-why provides an overview and sense of direction that 
supports connection and link making and assists  
reconstruction and modification if difficulties arise en route. ” 
(Mason & Spence, 1999, p. 146).
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“Learning and Leading with Habits of Mind”   (Costa & Kallick, 2008) 

Five dimensions of growth…
Exploring Meanings
Expanding Capacities
Extending Values
Building Commitment
Increasing Alertness

How do we attend to these dimensions of growth, in schools for our learners?

How do we ‘teach for the habits of mind’?
‘teach of the habits of mind’?
‘teach with the habits of mind’?

Understanding learning…
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How are habits of mind working for you personally?

Here are some words used to live with ‘habits of mind’.

Pick one, think of a time this didn’t work so well.

Keep it funny 
– because you will be telling the person beside you.
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Thinking about behaviour…

Talk to the people in your breakoutroom – tell them about your experience.



Organization
(prioritized)

Thinking about behaviour…
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How might this work for our students in 
our classrooms?

Thinking about the learner… how can one 
learn something without the skills of 
learning?
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Operationalizing…
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Operationalizing…

From your curriculum documents: Assessment and Evaluation 

Assessment re: Learning Behaviours Consistently/Usually/Sometimes/Rarely words 
that can be argued!!  So, operationalize them into behaviours and standards students 
can understand and appreciate… in a formative rubric.





Go to smartboard file – student example
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To summarize, consider the classroom context

1. Curricular Big Ideas / Outcomes 
(Learning Goals & success criteria (achievement indicators))

2. Problem solving as embedded (continuous), not overlaid

3. AfL as embedded (continuous)

4. Learning Skills to achieve maximum potential at mathematical thinking
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Stories…

Popsicle stick bridges

Who Stole the Gecko

Foldables – 15%, concept maps

Graphing calculators example
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Try one yourself.

a.     Think of a lesson/unit/summative task… you just   
taught. (try to give yourself 3 to 5 days of     
work to consider)

b.    Write the big idea / learning goal for each day.
(sometimes from success criteria…)

c.     Suggest a Learning Skill for the whole set of  days, 
and then suggest Learning Skills for each day/task.

d.     Talk to the people in your breakout room – tell them about your      
thinking.
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Putting it all together…



What did you come up with?

Closing thoughts…
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Effective Teaching Practices

#2 Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving. 

#4 Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse. 

#5 Pose purposeful questions. 

#7 Support productive struggle in learning mathematics. 

#8 Elicit and use evidence of student thinking.

What about…
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